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eviction s to follow parties
'

By Jason Scott

News Reporter
As a result of increased
enforcement of UNH' s drinking
policy, students who are caught
drinking alcohol in the dorms may
find themselves evicted, according
to the Director of Residential
Programs, Scott Chesney.
Many dorms have been
making sure that their residents
are aware of the policy by means
of posters, flyers and even during
floor- and hall-meetings . One
posterused hasaheadline of "Last
year's party pack" with the picture
of a six pack of beer underneath it,
then the words ''This year's party
pack" with a photo of a suitcase.
The message behind it being that
if you party, you'll pack up and
leave.
''This isn't a 'new' policy,"
Chesney said, "it's not altered at
all. It's the approach that has
changed." Resident Assistants
(RAs) are to report any illegal
actionsi as stated in the Student
Handbook, to their Hall Directors.
The Hall Directors will then
consult with their superiors, at
to
Programs,
Residential
determine an appropriate
punishment, but Chesney warns
that "(Residential Programs) will
be seeking eviction, first time
around."

The heaviest hit, as a result of
strict enforcement, will be the hosts
of dorm parties. The theory behind
this is that if the host was not
willing to host of the party, then
the party would not happen.
However, participants at the
parties will not be absolved of any
punishment, though no examples
were given of what their
punishment might entail.
Alcohol consumption has
always been a problem at UNH.
But, according to Chesney, things
have gotten worse in the last few
years. "A number of factors led us
to the crack down," Chesney said,
"and the facts speak for
themselves." Chesney listed the
primary factors as: high dorm
damage costs to the university;
the majority of sexual assaults that
occur on cam pus involving one or
both parties under the influence
of alcohol; "and, of course, the
events that took place last yearthe deaths, the accidents."
Students interviewed had
mixed feelings about the policy.
Most were under the impression
thatitwas,ind eed,a "new" policy.
Sean McCarthy, a senior
major,
communicat ions
commented, "I can understand
why they are getting tough, but
ALCOHOL, PAGE 10

Nitzschke hopes NH can attract business and industry to area.
(photo by Ben Frazier)

New pres iden t call s for
stud ent, facu lty invo lvem ent
By Laura Deame
Editor-in-Chief
Dr. Dale Nitzschke has taken
ontheroleast henewpresid entof
UNH, replacing Dr. Gordon
1

Haaland, who resigned last
February.
President of Marshall
University in West Virginia for
the past six years, Nitzschke says.
he has the experience to make
positive differences at UNH,
especially in areas concerning
finances, campus life, and
communicati ons between faculty,
administratio n, and students.
In an informal interview with
The. New Hampshire last week,
Nitzschke addressed several of
these concerns.
The New Hampshire: What
are your main goals to be
established this year for faculty,
staff, and students?
Nitzschke: I could lay out five
or six goals, but they could not be
established without the support
of the faculty and students.
I'm really worried about
process as this institution goes
about its future. It will not be the
President alone, but resident,

faculty and students. I don't have
all the wisdom. The future of this
institution depends upon far more
than the president.
TNH: Funding from the state
has decreased 11 percent in the
past decade, with three separate
cutbacks in as many years. Tuition
keeps increasing, giving UNH the
status of charging the secondhighest in-state tuition in New
England. How do you plan on
keeping students here when it
seems they are paying more
less?
Nitzschke: First of all, I don't
think they are paying more for
less, but they are paying more for
what they are getting. We maybe
close to reaching the point where
we deny our residents access to
highereducat ion. We need to keep
faculty, keep them involved. How
do we go about solving the state's
problems? Bring in new business .
and industry.
INTERVIEW, PAGE 10
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New presid ent gets inixed
review s from old collea gues
Public Security department hopes new parking plan will end some of Durham's headaches.
(Mike Pamham photo)

Facu lty get prior ity in park ing plan
7000 vie for under 4000 spaces
By April Treshinsky Jacobs
News Editor
Anewparkin gplanforUN H
will go into effect by the end of
Septemberwh ichgivesprior ityto
faculty /staff and commuter

students at UNH.
According to Director of
Environment al Health and Safety
and Public Security Steve Larson,
the new parking schedule
separates the community into

groups with different parking
needs.
The five classificatio ns
established under the new plan
aretheresulto fastudycomp leted
PARKING, PAGE 8

By Laura Dearne
Editor-in-Chief
Dale Nitzschke has been on
the UNH campus for less than a
month, so it seems fair that pub lie
opinion of the new president is
somewhat undeveloped .
However, students and
administrati on at Nitzschke's
·former post, MarshalllJniversity,
were quick to offertl:l~ir thoughts
about their form~r pr~sident's

and many of them were mixed.
"He's for real, he cares iln
awful lot about his institution.
He's extremely open," said Nell
Bailey, vice.;president of student
affairs Marshall.
"He did push for us, but
there were not a lot of results. He
would always say that the
students ·W_e re equal to ·. the
a_dminh,tration,, -bu,t th~y r~ver

at

. Nft?~,PUS~;<-!'AG:t; iR"

.I
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Tromb onist struts his stuff for Micke y and pals
By Catherine Fahy
News Reporter
Ambitious UNH trombonist
Rob Tapper recently returned
from an el~ven week gig at
Mickey and Goofy's house.
Tapper was a part of the forty
member All-American College
Band at Disneyland in California.
Tapper's adventure to
California began with two weeks
of intensive rehearsals before the
band opened in the park on June
19th. Tapper,aMusicEduca tion
major, auditioned in midFebruary with approximately
1,200 college musicians for a
position in the 1990 Disneyland
All American College Band. Each
summer
the
Disney
Entertainment Work Experience
Program hosts enterprising
young musicians such as Tapper
in an educational music program.
Tapper, dressed colorfully in
his red, white and blue uniform,
entertained guests throughout
nearly every corner of the worldfamous amusement park,
performing a variety of tunes
ranging from jazz and classics to
pop tunes and marches.
Tapper and his fellow band
members were also instructed
daily in educational clinics and
musical workshops by renowned
performers and experts in the
entertainment
industry.
Legendary musicians such as
trombonist Bill Watrous and jazz
trumpet player Bobby Shew
displayed their expertise in the
classes, accompanied also by
Disney's own
proficient

entertainment staff.
Tapper describes his
experience as "good exposure"
and recalls the particularly vivid
memory of rehearsing in the
deserted park at 2 a.m. before the
energetic band actually began
entertaining before thrilled
crowds in the Magic Kingdom.
Chairman of the Music

Department John Rogers stresses
what an honor it was for Tapper to
be selected for the band, which
consisted of 30 to 40 young
musicians. Other members of the
band represented universities and
colleges across the country,

including the University of
Michigan and Michigan · State,
James Madison, Arizona State and
the University of Southern
California.
Though most UNH musicians
had an active summer touring
· overseas as part of the University's

000

European Jazz band, Tapper's
experience was extraordinary and
will look spectacular on his
resume, according to friend and
Marching Band Director Chris
Humphrey.
1987 UNH graduate Chris
Humphrey described Tapper as
being "an excellent trombone
player" and very fortunate to have
worked with some of the finest
mus1c1ans in the country.
Humphrey explains that the
summer he spent on the road
outside UNH gave him a
rewarding new outlook on the role
of music in his life, and that he is·
certain Tapper will share that
enlightening outlook.
As instructor of the Marching
Band as well as a member of both
the Jazz Band and Brass Quintet,
Tapper is an integral part of the
music department at UNH. Next
semester will find him as a student ·
teacher in a Massachusetts school
system and his plans after
graduation may include being a
counselor at a summer music camp
in Maine.
Knowledgeable on the subject
of Disney's enriching summer
program is Director of Jazz Studies
Dave Seilor who explains that,
though he is not as intimate with
the experience as of late, UNH has
sent 10 to 15 students through the
innovative summer work study in
the past 18 years. Tuba player Joel
Wright, presently a band
instructor in Augusta, Maine, was
the most recent of the 'Kid~ in the
Kingdom.'

Effort to improve
safety in food to begin

Geyhound talks
broken off

Sued Du Pont heir
slated to testify

Washington- With new urgency, consumer groups,
public officials and the food industry are pressing for
changes to make the nation's food safer. More than 30
food safety bills are before Congress, a_record for any
congressional session; at least eight states are imposing regulations on their own, and growers are changing their methods to reduce the use of chemicals. Two
weeks ago the Environmental Protection Agency,
under pressure from environmentalists, announced
that it would regulate old carcinogenic pesticides by
the more stringent standards used for pesticide that
have been approved since 1985.

Washington (AP) - Greyhound is calling for a four-year
wage freeze and the elimination of about 4,500 union jobs
in its latest contract offer in the two-month-old drivers'
strike, an executive for the bus 1inf' said yesterday. The
offer was made on Saturday as negotiators met for the first
time since mid-March, and a day after thecompany announced a $56 million loss for the first three months of this
year.

Philadelphia -An heir to the Du Pont chemical fortune
who was found mentally incompetent after he gave
money to political extremist Lyndon LaRouche goes to
court this week seeking to prove he is fit to manage his
own affairs. The family alleges Lewis Du Pont Smith,
33, heir to about $10 million, is being unduly influenced by LaRouche.

Lava stalls on
way to sea

Seattle - High winds battered the Pacific Northwest during the weekend, capsizing boats, pulling down power
lines and fanning fires. Six people were killed and four
were missing. Winds blowing up to 60 miles per hour hit
Saturday and early yesterday as thousands of people took
to the water for the Northwest's traditional opening of
boating season.

Kapapana, Hawaii (AP) -An arm of the lava flow that
is encircling this coastal town stalled yesterday as
molten rock settled in a low spot just short of its expected plunge to the sea. The flow pooled at the base
of sand dunes near Harry K. Brown State Park, said
Bruce Butts, deputy administrator for the Hawaii
County civil Defense.. It was just a matter of time until
enough lava managed to spill over the sand and ooze
into the ocean, he said.

6 dead as winds
rake Seattle area

93 arrested in
California festival
Chico, Calif. - Ten police officers were injured and at
least 93 people were arrested during two nights of
rioting by hundreds of young people attending a
community festival in a three-block neighborhood near
California State University. Police said youths who
had been drinking at the Rancho chico Days fest Friday
and Saturday nights pelted officers with rocks and
bottles and torched two police cars. Residents blamed
drunk outsiders and media and police overaction for
the violence.
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Alpha Ga:nima Rho
implements new
alcohol policy

PKA•s ammni helped finance the house's re-opening.

( Ed Sawyer pnotoJ

Pi Kappa Alpha back in house
rush reinstated, house fire-safe
By Colleen Murphy
noticed charred wires which
News Reporter
reaffirmedourbeliefthatthehouse
After a year in limbo without
was not fire-safe. They got some
a house, Pike is back.
money together, and they've been
The Durham Fire Department
working diligently to get the place
has recently authorized the retogether," said Hoffman.
opening of the Pi Kappa Alpha
Pike has since revamped the
fraternity (Pike) house, which was wiring and fire alarm system in
closed down by its alumni in May the house, in addition to installing
of 1989.
a sprinkler system. According to
The house was shut down
one Pike brother, Marc Johnson,
due to violations of fire safety other renovations included the
standards, aggravated by the fact
construction of new rooms and
thatthefraternity,accordingtoits sturdier walls.
President, Dave DiMartino,
The Alumni Association of Pi
"didn't have enough money to
Kappa Alpha, for the most part,
operate."
paid for these changes. DiMartino
Pike was also restricted by said, "We were going to open up
the university from having rush,
last Christmas until the pipes (in
due to numerous alcohol . the house) burst." The alumni
violations.
again provided the money to
Althoughthehousestillneeds remedy the situation.
some construction work, the new
In addition to Pike's fire code
Greek Coordinator, Betsey violations, sanctions placed on the
Parente, said that "the Fire fraternity by the University of New
Department has given them (Pike)
Hampshire in 1989 for alcohol
a
temporary
occupancy violations put financial pressure
certificate." A number of brothers on the fraternity to close its doors.
are currently living there now, but Forone, Pike was not permitted to
the house will be completed in a
host parties involving the
couple of weeks.
consumption of alcohol:
Said Deputy Chief Michael
Also, according to Pike Vice
Hoffman of the Durham Fire President Chris Nowak, "We
Department, 'They had a number couldn't have rushes for a year.
of fire code violations, and if they That hurt."
didn't close voluntarily, we were
During the time that the Pike
going to close them.
house has been closed, the brothers
"During the construction, we

"had workshops to do all year on
educational things like alcohol
abuse,
organization, and
leadership," according to brother
Marc Johnson.
The outlook among the Pike
brothers upon the re-opening of
their house is unanimously one of
optimism. Said Nowak, "We are
more than just re-opening the
house. We've been having some
ideas about how we're going to
redefine ourselves. We weren't
running things the way they
should be. Now we're managed;
we'rehavingalive-inadvisorthis
year, so that sh0uld help keep
ourselves in line."
Nowak added, "This year we
aregoingtohavethebiggestrush."
In addition, he commented on
trying to reach out to freshme11.
and sophomores especially who,
because Pike was not a part of the
fraternity scene when they arrived
at UNH, may not have a clear idea
about Pi Kappa Alpha.
When asked if, in the interim,
the Pike brothers managed to
maintain the same sense of
brotherhood, even with the lack of
a house to unify them under one
roof,DiMartinocommented, "Yes,
definitely. A lot of the guys lived
together and we always hung out
together."

Multi-cultural Center set to open
director to be selected soon
By Paula St. Louis
News Reporter
The Multi-cultural Center will
openinHuddleston208thisfallas
soon as a director is selected,
according to Associate Dean of
Student Affairs Carmen Buford.
Buford said she wants the
Multicultural Center to act as a
resource center for student
organizations that promote
diversity, such as the Gay, Lesbian,
and Bisexual Student Allianc~;
Hillel; Native American Cultural
Association; African-American
Alliance; and the Chinese student
organization.
Buford said that the search

for a part-time director will begin
in two to three weeks, and she
hopes to have a director within 30
days after that.
"We want to assist these
groups in educating the campus
in cultural diversity," she said.
Buford added that the center will
not aid the groups' finances.
''The organizations the center
will aid are made up of people
who fit in, but they don't fit
in ... they see themselves as
different," Buford said.
Native American Cultural
Association Assistant Director
Wally Keniston said that he's
excited about the opening of the

center.
"I think it's going to broaden
the campus," he said.
Keniston said that he is
hoping the center will have a
library of clippings, books, and
art to supplement the library's
volumes.
Original plans called for a fulltime director, but the budget
recision of the past year cut
funding for the program, reducing
the position to part-time. Buford
hopes to have a full-time director
by next year.
The center has an operating
budget of $3,500, given by the
CENTER, PAGE 8

By Stephen Klett
News Reporter
The fraternity Alpha Gamma
Rho has implemented a chapter
improvement
plan which
eliminatespledgingandanalcohol
policy which makes their parties
keg-free.
On August 19 through the
23rd, members of the fraternity,
including President Phil Boutin,
attended the National Alpha
Gamma Rho convention in
Washington, D.C.
While they were there, they
looked at what other chapters of
AGR were doing across the
country, and they felt that they
could improve the UNH chapter.
Boutin said that although no
chapter could be perfect, he felt
that they did have some serious
problems at UNH and that the
best way to deal with these
problems was through reducing
the availability and consumption
of alcohol at the house.
Boutin said that most of their
problems in the past could be
linked to the fact that alcohol was
available to anyone in the house
24 hours a day. AGR felt that
by reducing the amount of alcohol
in the house they could construct
an atmosphere that was much
more conducive to scholastics.
The new alcohol policy states
that no alcoholic beverages may
be purchased through the chapter
treasury: no chapter members,
collectively or individually, shall
purchase for, serve to, or sell
alcoholic beverages to any minor;
all rush activities associated with

any chapter will be a dry rush
function; open par_ties, meaning
those with unrestricted access by
non-members of the fraternity,
without specific invitation shall
be prohibited; and no member
shall permit, tolerate, encourage,
participate in "drinking games."
Boutin said that these rules
have been a guideline for AGR
in the past but they are now going
to be strictly enforced.
The
AGR
chapter
improvement plan eliminates
pledging and replaces it with a
two week, New Member
Orientation policy.
During these two weeks,
standards, responsibilities, and
expectations are explained to
recruits who are initiated into
the chapter within 48 hours of
completing the orientation.
The policy will "eliminate
an extended pledge program
during which hazing occurs."
Boutin said that the new
policies, from the chapter's
standpoint, will allow them "to
exert a more positive influence
on incoming freshmen," and
raise the quality and number of
their recruits.
Boutin stressed the fact that
these changes were not forced
upon them by the national
convention or the University.
"We are our own entity
now,"Boutinsaid, "Wearedoing
our own thing, and we are really
enthused about it. This is our
chance to make a difference."
GREEK, PAGE 8

Schnur invites
challenges as new
Assoc. Finance V.P.
"we have less -- how can we make more of it?"
By Peter Welburn
News Reporter
Arriving August 1 with over
twenty-five years of experience
in finance, Fred Schnur, the new
Associate Vice President for
Finance is excited about the fiscal
management challenge at UNH.
"It's more fun to come to a
place when the times are
difficult," Schnur said, 'We have
less - how can we make more of
it? That's what attracted me."
The search committee was
unanimous in it's selection of
Schnur according to Roger Ritvo,
Dean of Health and Human
Services, who chaired the
committee.
Ritvo sighted Schnur's
extensive background in public
higher education, his real
understanding of finance and a
depth of experience as the keys to
Schnur' s selection.
Schnur served as Associate
Vice President for Financial
Affairs at the University of

Maryland at Baltimore for six
years before accepting his position
hereatUNH.
As Associate Vice President
for Finance, Schnur will be the
quarterback of UNH's budget
team replacing Allan Prince who
retired last spring.
Schnur and his wife, Karen,
have been married for twentytwo years and have two children;
David, 17, a senior at McDonogh,
a prep-school in Maryland, and
Marci, 19, a sophomore at West
Virginia University.
Schnur will also serve as as
adjunctlectureratthe Whittemore
School of Business, teaching
Survey of Basic Accounting.
Schnur feels that establishing
an executive training program
here at UNH for private
businesses would be a good way
to bring new revenue into the
University.
"Let's do what we have to do
to make this place even greater,"
said Schnur.
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PLO settles
differences

Deers make hay on
highway

Lebanon- In what is surely a fortunate turn of
events, fighters loyal to PLO chairman Yassir Arafat
beat up and beat down a splinter PLO group headed
by Abu Nidal (you know, Ollie's buddy) in Beirut,
Lebanon this past week. The defeat of Nidal' s troops
came just in time for everyone to hold hands, say
they're sorty, and celebrate the sabbath together.

United States- Official game and safety reports
across the country seem to reach the same conclusion:
the roads aren't big enough for both man and deer.
AccordingtoBobO'Brien,spokes manfortheNational
Safety Council in Chicago, almost 20 percent of the
deer population is killed each year by autos. It's a
cheap way to get a pair of antlers for mounting though.

US and Soviet
Union warn Hussein
Finland- President Bush and President Gorbachev
(no relation) issued a joint communique from Helsinki
Sunday which called for Iraqui President Saddam
Hussein to withdraw his forces from Kuwait- or else.
The "or else" is the sticky point between the hawkish
Bush and the teddy bearish Gorbachev.

■

Doe captured by
opposition
Liberia- Liberian rebel forces struck a blow for
democracy and their country's namesake when they
captured madman president Samuel K. Doe in the
capital, Monrovia, this weekend. During Doe's
exemplaty reign, he reportedly vied for Dictator of the
Century honors by murdering thousands of his citizens
for very flimsy reasons.

Iraq Looks To Iran For
A Friend
Teheran- Iraqui Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz met
with Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Velayati in the
Iranian capital two days ago for the purpose of allowing
food and medicines to pass into Iraq from Iran. UN
sanctions allow Iraq to receive only humanitarian shipments of food and medicine.

Ellis Island
Rededicated
Hundreds of immigrants gathered on Ellis Island this Sunday at a dedication ceremony. Ellis
Island was a first stop for more than 12 million immigrants between 1892 and 1954. The building's transformation into a museum took eight years and 156
million dollars.
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Regist ration trying for
studen ts, Regist rar alike
··

CALE NDAR

studentswhoreceivedi ncomplete _________ _________ _________..

,,,..... .

schedules. Although Thomas
claims there were just as many
complete schedules this year as
last year, those students missing
classes were everywhere.
''This is horrible," said junior
Renee Tunkel. "I got one class an alternate. This happened last
semester,Iended up with horrible
classes. I'm ready to drop out. I
got none of my courses for my
major."
Bradley Rinehart, sophomore, also wound up with only
one class.
"I guess I had no priority
because I didn't have alternate
classses listed for a couple of
classes. So, I ended up with one
class- an alternate."
Associate Dean of the College
of Liberal Arts, Ted Kirkpatrick,
worked at the Academic advising
table and noted no "huge"
students'
with
problems
schedules. The previous year's
Throngs of students wait and wait and wait at last week's registration budget cuts didn't result in classes
(Ben Frazier Photo)
being cancelled according to
Kirkpatrick.
normal
the
reported seeing
by John Doherty
"If you cut teaching and
problems. Liberal Arts classes,
News Editor
you don't have a
research,
registration, especially those in the popular
Class
Kirkpatrick said.
university,"
traditionally a chaotic and hectic majors of Communications,
claims that the
Kirkpatrick
Political
process for both its organizers and English, Psychology and
forced to
the students, delivered more of Science, fill up quickly , leaving departments are being
to
attempting
are
they
but
cut,
many students struggling to get
the same this year.
research."
and
teaching
"insulate
In the two days of registration classes for their major.
"I've found that if the
History
Advisor and
in the Field House over 10,500
has a buck to spend,
university
or Professor Marc Schwarz said this
students registered it wisely," said
spend
they
attempted to register - for their year's registration went smoother
Kirkpatrick.
than last year's.
fall classes.
Last year resgistra tion lasted
"We're seeing fewer 'basket
~egistrar Stephanie Thomas
days because the
three
for
reported that the use of a new cases', which means we' re doing a
was unfamiliar
office
Registrar's
Schwarz
Schwarz.
said
job,"
better
computer system greatly
simplified the registration classes. also added that the new computer with the new computer system.
"We have 24 people working system, which was put into use This year, Thomas and Kirkpatrick
agree that the system was a definite
at registration, where we used to last year, was a big help.
improvenment.
think
didn't
who
people
Some
savings
big
a
have 40. We' re seeing
"It allowed us to use class
registration went too smoothly
-from all this," said Thomas.
quicker," said Kirkpatrick.
spaces
Despite last years' budget were the hundreds of students
allow someone to add a
can
"I
cuts, which many thought would waiting in the billings lines.
after someone
immediately
class
processed
be
not
would
Thomas
Schedules
result in fewer classes,
said "there were almost as many if a student had an outstanding drops it."
Thesuccessoftheregis tration
seats in the General Education tuition bill or a loan to sign. Many
adds Kirkpatrick, is in the
process,
classesaslastyear." Butshenoted students found · themselves
faculty and students.
from
reviews
to
hours
two
nearly
for
totally
waiting
"never
is
nuber
that that
sign a loan, or make an As far as the students go, that
sufficient."
depends on where in the line
Faculty members working at appointment to sign a loan.
you're standing.
those
And then there were
the academic advising station

Tuesday, Sept 11
Art Exhibition- "Jazz Photographs by Milt Hinton" and "Art
Alumni Invitation Exhibition." Art Galleries, Paul Arts. M-W 10
am-4 pm.; Th 10 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sat & Sun 1-5 p.m., Thru Oct.21
Last day for undergrads to withdraw or drop to part-time and
qualify for 3/4 tuition refund.
Graduate Student Registration- Registrar's Office, Stoke Hall, 4:30
to 7pm
Russian Film Series- "Oblomov" (part one), Richards Auditorium,
Murkland, 7pm, $1 donation

Wednesda y,Sept 12
Graduate Student Registration- Registrar's Office, Stoke Hall, 4:30
to 7pm
French Film Series- "Xala." Richards Auditorium, Murkland,
4:30pm, $2.
New Hampshire Outing Club Open Meeting- Granite State Room,
MUB, 7to9pm

Thursday ,Sept 13---- -~
Student Activities Fair-Thompson Lawn, 12:30 to 2pm
Graduate Student Registration- Registrar's Office, Stoke Hall, 4:30
to7pm
Psychology Colloquium- 'Thinking on the Right Thing and Doing
the Right Thing; A Meta-analytic review of the Moral Cognition
and Moral Action Literature," Trey Buchanan, Psychology, UNH.
Room 101, Conant Hall, 3:45pm
French Film Series- "Xala." Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 7pm,
$2.

Friday, Sept 1~
Last Day for Graduate Students to register without $25 late fee.
Baseball- vs. Merrimack. Brackett Field, noon.
Men's Cross Country- vs. PC, NU, Iona, 3pm
NH International Seminar- "A New World is Opening Up," John
Lukacs, Chestnut Hill College. Sponsored by Center for
International Perspectives. Alumni Center, 4pm
If you would like to place an event on the calendar, stop by the
Student Actvities Office in Room 322.

Car crash adds to chaos
Don't forget a

''chain reaction" causes no serious injuries
By Birger Dahl
Staff Reporter
The confusion of last
Tuesday's registration was
interrupted by a car accident on
Main Street in Durham in front of
Durham Book Exchange.
The accident happened at 3:20
in the afternoon, confirmed
Captain Joseph McGann of the
Durham Police Department.
A Subaru, driven by Wesley
Raymond, 17, of 43 Bucks Hill
Road hittherearend ofa Chevrolet
pickup,driven byJamie E. Archie,
17, of 93 Bagdad Rd.
Raymond and his mother,
Beverly Raymond, the sole
passenger, both struck their heads

on the windshield of the car, and
were taken to WentworthDouglass Hospital in Dover.
Neither sustained serious
injuries and were released after
observation.
received
Subaru
The
extensive front end damage, and
required towing, while the
Chevrolet had only minor rearend damage.
Ms. Raymond called the
accident a chain reaction, caused
by a Volkswagon which stopped
short to talk to friends on the side
of the road.
The police report included no
third vehicle in the accident.

············ ············ ···~·

friend's birthdayl

Send them a picture personal in
The New Hampshire!
Stop by the business office,
room l 10B, MUB.

Happy

21st
POLLY-Live it up!
Love-- Miss

Write for
The :New
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How do you think the Gulf crisis will
be resolved?

I

Peaceably, with time and
patience..... but then again; I'm
no prophet.

After being in Europe and feeling
the threat of terrorism, I hope the
crisis dosn't have an impact on
international travel

First, by a lot of B.S. and propaganda
to make Bush good, and.finally, some
swift, shrewd maneuver by the U.N:
to stop Saddam Hussein.

Ille Army will pave the desert and
make it a remote parking lot for
U.N.H.

Ed Holms
Electrical Engineering
Grad student

Kathy Kennedy
Studio Art
Senior

Christie Hawkes
Psycology
Senior

Marc Laliberte
Life
Grad student

I

I

. U N I VE R S I T Y O F N E W H A -M P S H I R E

Please join other members of our community
as we celebrate the opening of the academic
year at the annual University Convocation.
Tuesday, September 18, 1990
12:45 P.M.
Lundholm Gymnasium

TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER18
12:45 p.m.
FIELD HOUSE

In his first address before the University
community, President Dale Nitzschke will
speak on "Renewing Our Purpose and
Responsibility."
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Walter Eggars will present the 1990 Faculty
Awards.
Refresments will be served under the tent on
the Morrill Hall lawn following the ceremony.

'
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Murkland Courtyard project delayed
By Ed Puffer

News Reporter
The Murkland Courtyard
Renovation, a $140,000 construction project, is scheduled to be
_ completed by October 1 after
several delays and a switch of
general contractors.
According to Victor Azzi, the
associate vice president for campus planning, the project was
initiated because "the courtyard
had been in bad condition for
years. There were chunks of
asphalt torn up and there was a
rotting tree that would occasionally drop limbs. It was decided
to correct these problems and, at
the same time, make the courtyard a more attractive area."
According to Azzi, the new
courtyard will include three interlocking rings of benches and a
kiosk for notices at the center of
the courtyard. ''lbe courtyard
will be well-lit with lampposts

ringing the area. There will be facilities available for such things as student demonstrations, and outdoor
theater and music performances could
be held there."
The project will cost $140,000,
with those funds coming from the
UNH Alumni Affairs and Development Fund. Azzi explained that this
money is donated to the Alumni
Department express! y for the improvements and renovations, so none of the
$140,000 pricetag is coming from student fees of any kind.
The renovation was scheduled to
be completed before the beginning of
school, but several delays have pushed
the target date back to October 1.
Bob Fortier, the overseer of the project
from UNH Engineering Services,
explained the reasons for the project's
delay. ''The original cost of the project
was$150,000,butwehad tocut$10,000
from that figure. The original contractor, Jewitt Construction, decided not
to accept the contract, which set us

back two weeks," said Bob
Fortier, the overseer of the
project from UNH Engineering Services.
''Then the project had to
be put on hold approximately
two weeks more while we
negotiated a deal with Beany' s
Excavation of Barrington, the
present contractor," Fortier
said.
''There were other delays
because the DurastoneCorporation of Portland, Maine was
late in completing and delivering the pre-cast concrete
which will be used for walls,
benches, and other structure.
In any project of this kind,
there's a fine line when working with subcontractors. The
schedule is tight for Durastone, but the supplies are now
coming more frequently and
on time," said Fortier.
Problems associated with

this project are not restricted to
delays. According to Barbara
Armstrong, the secretary of the
French and
Italian Department, a French 501
course taught this summer had
to be moved from Murkland to
Hamilton-Smith because noise
from the construction site disrupted class.
An additional problem is
dust. Armstrong explained that
her computer equipment is under the window in her office. She
can't open the window because
dust would get in and settle on
the computer.
Another office worker in
Murkland mentioned that
Murkland' s main doors were
closed off during the summer,
which was an inconvenience for
staff and students. She added
that the delays had turned this
into a very long and protracted
process.

A student viewing the site
said, "I think it's ridiculous that
they're doing this touch-up job
when they could be making more
parking spaces." The student
went on to say that there are a lot
of serious problems with UNH
facilities, and this renovation
project is a waste of already scarce
resources.
Fortier said that the renovation project has been in the works
for 15 years because of the bad
condition of the courtyard.
"Later, we hope to install a temporary stage so that the Theater
Department and the Music Department will have another outdoor facility."
Azzi said, "I .see the courtyard as an important gathering
place for students, and this renovation will succeed in making the
courtyard a more aesthetically
attractive area of campus."

NOTICES
GENERAL
STUDENTS - Did you forget a
paycheck? Paychecks issued
6/1 /90 are still available at the
MUB Ticket Office, 10am-4pm
weekdays but must be cashed
at a local bank by 9 /28/90.
STUDENT PAYCHECKS:
Student paychecks may be
picked up at the MUB Ticket
Office weekdays 10am-4pm or
on the MUB balcony 7:30-4:30
on paydays. All students
picking up a check must have a
photo ID. If you are picking up
a chech for someone else, you
need a note from thatperson
with their social security
number on the note giving you
permission and your photo ID

Gooey, sticky, fattening ........ delicious, but once it's gone, there's nothing left
but an empty box and a guilty conscience.
Now you can get something more substantial delivered to your dormitory or
apartment: The Boston Globe. With The Globe's special college rate, you can
get a semester subscription for up to 50% OFF the regular subscription price.
For a deal you can really sink your teeth into, call 1-800-262-6669 x2708
and start enjoying The Boston Globe all semester long!

For a Globe subscription on campus, check off amount, fill out form,
and make check payable to: SIGMA NU FRATERNITY
17 Madbury Road Durham NH 03824
UNH/Durham Rates

7 Days MON-SUN
6 Days MON-SAT ONLY
SUNDAY ONLY
S Days MON-FRI
Naine

Fall Term
,, ()
()
()
()

$23.60
$12.60
$11.00
$10.85

Spring Term

Full Year

() $24.30
() $13.30
() $11.00
() $11.40

()
()
()
()

$47.90
$25.90
$22.00
$22.25

Cainpus Phone

THEATER AND DANCE
AUDITIONS:
Children's
Theater aQditions for "A Tree
With Arms" by James Saba.
Open to all UNH students.
Reading material in Room A22, PCAC. Tuesday, Sept. 11,
Bratton Room, PCAC, 7pm and
Wednesday, Sept. 12, Johnson
Theater, 7pm
SPANISH "HORA de CAFE":
Sponsored
by Spanish
Department. Informal coffee
hour for students, faculty,
native speakers and guests.
Wedneday afternoons, Room
209, Murkland Hall, 3 to 4pm,
free, open toall who enjoy
speaking
the
Spanish
language ..

Cainpus Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MEETINGS

If paying by CREDIT CARD please complete t.he following also: ( ) VISA

GRADUATE
STUDENT
ORGANIZATION (GSO)
MEETING:
Update on
summer accomplishments, fall
goals, and committees. All
grad studdents invited.
Thursday, September 20, Main
Floor Lounge, Babcock Hall,
12:30pm.

CMd# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

( ) MC

EXP DATE _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CMdholderName _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

All subscriptions payable in advance. No delivery during School Holidays or Exam Weeks.
Students with varying start dates may have subscriptions pro-rated. Fall delivery starts SEP 17.
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MEET
THE

PRESS
By The New Hampshire Staff

Laura Deame; Editor-in-Chief- I didn't want this job,
but they offered me an office with a hide-a-bed, so I took
iL (It looks like a couch, though) We have special rules
about the couch. No eating on it, unless it's a food item
like pudding that doesn't make a lot of crumbs. No
umbrellas, or gross feet like Birger's on the couch.
Basically, we all just sit on it and talk about our happy
lives, marvelling at the sponge-like softness of it's
cushions.
Gail Robertson; Managing Editor- I like lobsters.
Kim Hilley; Managing Editor- Gail likes lobsters because
they are the same color as her hair. I like sand because
it's the same color as my hair.
John Doherty; News Editor- According to my roommate
I comb my hair with one eye dosed. Sometimes I lay in
bed at night and feel-- I actually feel -the hair on my face
growing. When the sun gets too bright and Durham is
crowded and loud I think of myself as a dying woman in
a dying city. I work hard ~11 week and on the weekends
me and my pals coat ourselves in spit and pelt each other
with the sharp, brittle pieces of our broken and discarded
dreams and drink beer.
April Jacobs; News Edit01;-Ireally wanted to.be a writer
when I was little - That's when I published my own
books and everything. I like hiking way into the
mountains and forgetting that news exists. Look-who
am I trying to fool? Nothing like that ever happend.
Actually a helicopter landed at my tent, disguised as a
bear, ripped open the tent in search of oodles of noodles
and left the Sunday Globe as a peace offering.
Heather Grant; Sports Editor- In my dreams I fly like a
bird. Speeding down the staircase like a ghost. My
bones are hollow and the weightlessness is like a drug,
streaming through my veins. The warm wind lifts me
beyond imaginary rooftops. I inhale to rise, exhale to
descend and master the art of flight, knowing that soon
I will wake to the sobering sunlight
Don Kerr; Sports Editor- Walking along a deserted
road at five int he morning, I look up and see James
Dean and Roy Orbison leaning against their pickup
truck. It's broken down. I stick a cigarette in my mouth
and Dean lights it for me. I ask Roy how it's going.
"It's quiet, man," he says. "It's just real quiet."
Sean Carroll; Arts Editor-Diane tics has changed my life.
Exactly how, I'm not quite sure, and this worried me for
some time. But I've learned to stop worrying and just
listen to the faint, faint ticking .. Now I am so happy that
sometimes the veins on my neck stand out.
Birger Dahl; Copy Editor- Isn't this funny.
Bob Durling; Copy Editor- I once met a man who had
perfect upper dentures and no lower teeth at all. From
the tongue up he could have been a movie star. Provided,
of course, that he had acting ability.
J.W. Morss; Arts Staff Reporter- There is nothing less
rewarding than generations telling each other off. I
never wanted to be a legend, I ju~t thought that way.
Someda I will be as she will be and we will be to ether.

PARKING, from page 1
by the executive parking
committee during the summer of
1990.

The five new types of permits
issued will be (1) Faculty /Staff,
(2) Commuter Students (outsi<;ie
the 1.0 mile Thompson Hall radius
), (3) Resident Student ( with
special needs), (4) Visitors, and (5)
Resident Students (without special
needs), according to Article V of
The UNH - Durham Parking and
Traffic Regulations.
This new classification is
ranked from highest to lowest
priority.
The university will give
parking permits to residents
students who meet requirements
established by the parking
committee.
According to Article V of the
new parking regulations resident
students with special needs are
those that meet one of the
following requirements; - (a.)
documented temporary medical
need, (b.)documented academic
need, (c.)documented economic
need.
According to Larson, the
delay in the implementation of
the planoccured because the study
conducted by the committee took
nine months instead of the three
months originally expected.
Final approval was made on
August 6, 1990.
The delay in approval also
caused some confusion among
students and faculty when they
returned to find parking lots and
no permits.
Junior communications major
Kelly Marquis said she has been
upset about the lack of parking

because" I've almost missed a few
of nw classes." She was also
confused about the new parking
plan and did not remember
receiving any information over the
summer.
According to Larson ,
commuter students will be better
served by the new parking plan,
which makes the ratio between
permits issued to actual number
of parking places available more
equal.
According to stat1st1cs
compiled by the Executive
Committee on Parking there are
more than 7,000 persons who need
parking places at the university.
The number of spaces available
for faculty, staff, and students is
3,260.
Natalie Simoneau a secretary
at UNH said "I hear a lot. People
are having a tough time finding
parking on campus, particularly
people who work here. "
Last year, according to Steve
Larson, 4.5 "A Lot" permits were
issued for each available space.
This year the numberof commuter
student permits issued will be 2.5
permits for each par~ing place
allocated for commuter student
parking.
Faculty and staff permits will
be based on a ratio of 2.0 permits
for every space allocated to that
classification.
According to Larson, the
changes should help those who
need parking the most, and
establish a priority system that
works toward a more orderly
parking situation for everybody.
Dr.
William Wallace,

chairman of the Geography
Department, says that the new
parking plan, once implemented
"makes sense."
The establishment will not
come without pain, according to
Larson, because he sees the
parking crisis as a "clash between
ideals, values, and
reality."
According to Larson, the
UNH community wants to
preserve the environment, but
does not want to give up
convenience.
Larson cites an example of
this when he recalls a complaint
from some students who wanted
to be able to park next to the Field
House so they wouldn't have to
walk so far to get into their exercise
classes.
The university is looking into
parking alternatives for the future,
according-to Larson, but says that
many people are unaware of the
environmental restrictions that
surround much of the land
bordering the main campus
becauseitisclassified as Wetlands.
According to Larson, and a
letter sent out to the VNH
community, the Office of Parking
and Traffic is looking at several
possibilities for expanding
parking within the half-mile
"activity center" of campus.
The solution, according to
Larson, depends upon who is
willing to pay for the new parking.
Since the state will not be able
to pay for "its share", the
university community will
probably have to depend upon a
"user-fee" design plan.

GREEK, from page 3
"We'renotdry,"Boutinsaid.
"Social life is still big at the house.
We've become more responsible
about drinking. Brothers and
guests who are over 21 can drink,
but the alcohol will not be
purchased with house funds."
Boutin said all the brothers
decided that this was the way to
go and that enforcement of the
new rules was a matter of trust.

They are all excited about the
changes and feel that they can
really make a difference in the
quality of their chapter.
Mark, a brother at AGR, said,
"The plan is a good one and it can
only help the chapter in the long
run. We just want to improve
ourselves." He also thought that
the policy was good because it
was shaping into a national trend

for chapters.of AGR.
Betsey Pa_rente, Assistant
Director of Student Activities, is
also excited about the changes
taking shape at AG Rand believes
that such policies are becoming a
national trend.
"For a lot of them," Parente
said, "it has come down to a matter
of survival. They just can't take
the risks anymore."

CENTER, from page 3
Venture Capital Endowment
Fund of Alumni, according to
Buford.
Buford said that Huddleston
was chosen as the center's office
because of its central location on

campus. Theofficewillalsohouse
the international students' advisor
and the domestic student
exchange program.
Buford hopes to use the
Multicultural Center as a

networking tool with other diverse
organizations within the state,
citing two African- American
groups in the Seacoast region as
example5.
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HIGH-Lt.---vEL CAREERS
ARE LAUNCHED WfIH
AIR FORCE ROTC.
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University of Wisconsin
Platteville

Flying a 15-ton jet is not for
everyone. But for those who can
meet the challenge, it's a thrill that
no other career can offer.
How about you? ff you're thinking
about life at Mach 2, think about Air Force ROTC
immediately. It will launch the leadership skills you'll
need as an Air Force officer - skills that will serve you for
a lifetime. FM-approved flight lessons will get your feet off
the ground for the first time.
Start now. Contact

CAPT T.R. MORGAN
603-862-1480
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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in the Air
See Castles
your way around the world
And learn

'' If you have built castles in the air, now put the
Henry David Thoreau
foundations under them."

Study in London for $4325 per semester. Includes air fare,
resident htition, field trips, home stay with meals.

<;tudy in Seville, Spain, for $3625 per semester. Includes resident
tuition, field trips, home stay with meals. No foreign language
proficiency required.

Summer program also available in London.
For further information, write or call:
Institute for Study Abroad Programs
308 W amer Hall
University of Wisconsin-Platt eville
1 University Plaza
Platteville, Wisconsin 53818-3099
608-342-1726

Co111e to the

Stu den t
Act ivit ies
Fair
--Th is is one
even t you do not
wan t to. miss
. ..
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INTERVIEW, from page 1
If we as a state university are
part of a solution to the state's
economic problems, and they
realize that the reason the state is
healthy is the university, they'll
give us support.
How can they (businesses)
many up .with UNH to improve
the economic situation in Dover?
Establish an industrial park. The
IBMs of the world would say,
hey,here'sanarea that will be the
place for our initiative, plus they
would have the University as a
place for training.
TNH: At present over 7,000

people on campus need parking.
There now exist only 3,260 spaces,
with just 472 metered spaces. The
latest permit process has brought
outrage from students and staff.
What are some solutions to this
problem? How could they be
funded?
Nitzschke: What we' re trying
to find right now is some kind of
private entrepreneurial situation.
Make it a profit for some industry
to come here and build parking.
We're looking for someone who
has capital, who is looking for an
investment, and will give the

building to the university.
You'll need to charge a lot to
park there, especially for building
costs. An automated laundry or
ice-cream store would help with
costs. We need to construct one
high-rise parking garage. We will
accelerate the process, and kick it
into high gear over the next few
months.
TNH: What is your opinion
of faculty unionization? Full
professors at UNH make an
average of $3000 less than others
nationwide. This past year top
faculty have left for schools that

can offer better salaries and
working conditions. How will can
we keep our teachers here?
Nitzschke: One way is
through private grants and
contributions with fundraising.
Faculty salaries are important, but
equally important are the tools of
the trade. Monies rewarding
outstanding teachers and funding
for conferences are important.
Sometimes if we can get these other
resources, the sting of being
underpaid isn't as great.
TNH: While at Marshall you

pushed through a $42 million
football stadium. Do you plan to
promote similar funding for
athletics at UNH?
Nitzschke: My real firm belief
is that you should ·approach
athletics like biology and English.
If you offer it, if it's part of the
University, we really need to
concentrate on it being the very
best.
Our priority is academics, and
we want a quality athletic
program. The two are not mutually
exclusive.

NITZSCHKE, from page 1
really were," said Robert Fouch,
former editor-in-chief of The
Parthenon, the student news pa per
of Marshall University.
Mike Friel, an administrator
at Marshall and a faculty advisor
to the newspaper, has similar
feelings about Nitzschke.
"He's a politician. If you're
having problems, he makes it all
sound so good. When he first
arrived, everyone thought he was
some kind of savior. Now that
he's gone, a lot of people wonder
what he did," said Friel.
Bailey disagreed."He was
terribly popular with students. He
showed that a president can be
humane," she said.
Friel said that Marshall has
problems similar to UNH, with a
shortage of parking and a lack of
funding from the state reigning as
major problems. Friel admitted
that there was little room on
Marshall's compact campus that
could have been used for parking,
butthought more could have been
done to solve the problem.
Robert Eddins, who has
worked at the Marshall registrar
for the past 23 years, was pleased
with Nitzschke's presidency.

Eddins said that Marshall had a
somew hat poor reputation as a
university before Nitzschke took
office, and his skills in public
relations helped the school.
"He indicated early in his
tenure that he was going to make
Marshall known. He became the
spokesman for higher education
in West Virginia. He hopped in his
car and took the university to the
people," said Eddins.
Friel said that Nitzschke may
have spent too much time on the
road.
"He created a very good
image for Marshall, but some
students didn't think he was here
enough. He went to Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia, and Israel to set up
business agreements and
exchange programs," he said.
"I got the impression that the
student body had a great deal of
respect for Dr. Nitzschke. His
faculty and students came first.
He made sure that the students
had a voice in anything that
affected the students," said
Eddins.
Eddins mentioned that
Nitzschke had an open door policy

that allowed any student to talk to
him when he wasn't in a meeting.
Eddins said Nitzschke made an
effort to follow up on a problem a
particular student was having.
Friel said that Nitzschke was
looked upon favorably by faculty
for his efforts to work with state
government.
"He did a lot to get faculty
salaries increased. They have been
granted three pay raises in the
past year. He had a good
relationship
with
state
politicians," he said.
Kathryn Chezik is the
president of the Faculty Senate,
which forms official policy
concerning all faculty members.
"He established the faculty
senate, and he continued to be
supportive even when we didn't
agree with him," she sa!d.
Chezik said that Nitzschke
had a good rapport with students,
even when it came down to
financial matters.
"The only way he could raise
faculty pay was to increase student
fees. West Virginia is a poor state,
but he went to the students and
explained the situation to them.

ALCOHOL, from page 1
parties are the major activities on
the weekends, and without them,
there isn't much left to do."
In response to concerns, such
as McCarthy's, Chesney said that
his staff is always trying to bring
more alternative activities to the
students. He said that he had
statistics showing an increase in
interest last year, with regards to
sponsoredeventshereoncampus,
and cited last year's drive-in
movie as an excellent example.
While Chesney doesn't
expect any attributable rise in
drunk driving incidents, he said
that neither he nor his staff will
feel responsible for those
individuals that do drive drunk.
"That's their choice, not ours."
"Obviously, we've had some
serious problems with (drunk
driving)," said Chesney, ''but I've
got a lot of faith in the students. I
think they' re pretty responsible."
He sighted the increase in
awarenessofthedangersof drunk
driving as a rea.son for that.

Addressing the first-time
offense aspect of the policy, Lisa
Leveille, a mechanical engineering
major, said, "Everybody makes
mistakes. They should be given
one warning," she added, though,
that one warning should be all
that is given.
Anne DeMarco, a History
major, said, "(The policy) just
makessense. Yougetcaught. You
get evicted. 11
Chesney said he is trying to
be realistic about the policy. "I
think parties are good, and that
they can still be fun," but he added
that the focal-point of parties has
to be shifted away from alcohol.
Many junior and senior
students interviewed voiced
concern over what would happen
to students who were of legal age
to drink, and also about how the
policy affects students who live in
the Undergraduate Apartment
Complex (UAC).
According to the Chesney, age
doesn't matter. If someone is

hosting a party, thereby
promoting alcohol cons um pt ion,
Residential Programs wants them
out. He said that students in the
UAC, BabcockHouse,and Forest
Park are allowed to have and
drink alcohol in their apartments,
provided that they are of legal
age.
So far, the policy is working,
but it is still relatively untested.
Chesney ~aid that students ''have
been going along with the policy,
and we're very happy."
Many dorm residents said
that they would loJ?k to UNH's
fraternities and sororities for
parties, but, as Leveille pointed
out, "Fraternities have rules, too."
According to a fraternity
member, under-age students are
allowed to enter fraternity parties,
but they are still not allowed to
drink alcoholic beverages, and
often have their hands marked,
at the door, signifying their
"under-21" status.

They understood and they campaign sign defaced, Friel
supported it. He always treated maintains that Nitzschke
the students as people," she said. threatened to shutdown the school
to conduct seminars to educate
Both Friel and Fouch said the the overwhelmingly white student
campus had mixed reactions to body about racism.
the football stadium that Nitzschke
"It (racism) was a topic he
pushed to get built.
seemed very afraid of. He did
"His last act as president was appoint a vice-president of multithe groundbreaking for the cultural affairs with a full staff,"
football stadium. Over 500 people, he said.
students and faculty, were there
According to Friel, Nitzschke
protesting, shouting him down. A also implemented a controversial
lot of people were pretty upset hot-line that allowed students to
that that much money was being call in anonymously to report any
spent on athletics," said Friel.
acts of racism.
"The
faculty
didn't
"We thought the process
understand that money for might infringe on people's rights.
athleticsandacademicscamefrom Legally, people have a right to
two different pots," said Bailey.
face their accuser," he said.
Director of Athletics Lee
"We have had four calls to the
Moon said that the school had to hot-line," said Bailey, "And all of
replace the stadium.
them have identified themselves.
''The football stadium had We don't foresee any problems,"
been condemned. We had to have she added.
Friel said that for Nitzschke' s
something new or we would be in
real trouble," .he said.
efforts, few tangible differen~es
Friel said that racism was a were made. "Marshall will lose a
problem at Marshall that lot of style, but not a lot of
Nitzschke attacked personally. substance," he said.
After a black student that was
"He was very supportive. I
running for student office had a wish he was still here," said Moon.
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For rates and deadline information, call 862-1323,
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HIGH-LEVEL CAREERS
ARE LAUNCHED WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Flying a 15-ton jet is not for
everyone. But for those who can
meet the challenge, it's a thrill that
no other career can offer.
How about you? If you're thinking
about life at Mach 2. think about Air Force ROTC
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THE STUDENT SENATE HAS
TWO (2) FRESHMAN SENATOR
POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT THE
STUDENT SENATE OFFICE:
862-1494, RM. 130 MUB

on Balfour Gold College Rings
Brain Wave! Special savings on Balfour Gold College Rings going
on right now! Save $30 on 10K, $50 on 14K, and $80 on 18K Gold

College Rings. Have a smart attack-hurry in soon! Because this
intelligent offer won't go on forever, and you 're to smart to miss out!

September 13 & 14
.MUB 10:00am - 3:00pm
--DepositrequiRd Ba1fon&
ell~

♦

♦

-♦

DEADLINE: MONDAY, SEPT. 17, 1990

• JP's

JUMBO

Subs &

Sandwiches
• Fresh Seafood
• Salads & More

• Daily Homemade

868-7449
FREE DELIVERY
38 Main St., Durham NH

5pm - Close

r----------------------------------------,1 1,----------------------------------------~

$1 OFF

II
II
II

$1 OFF

Any JP's JUMBO Sub
One coupon per purchase. Not valid with
any other special. Only at JP's Eatery
38 Main St. Durham 868-7449

~ft
0.
r..s~

BATEAV

JP's Super Roast Beef Sandwich
11
11

II

_

One coupon per purchase. Not valid with
any other s_pecial. Only at JP's Eatery
38 Main St. Durham 868-7449

Efjft

_
it
·l!ATl!RV
.

·----------------------------------------- ··----------------------------------------·
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~
,8
~ For More Inform ation

Petitio ns Availa ble in the
~ ~
Studen t Senate Office,
~
~
Room 130, MUB
~. ~,:

,8

,8

Contac t Jim Batty Or
~ Corrin ne Moore In The
~ Studen t Senate Office,
Room 130, MUB Or
,8
ll
~
Ca 862-1494
t8
~
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I Deadline: Monday, September 17
contact
i For more informatiJimon Batty
in
11

t8 :
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__

~

Ted Grimbilas or
the Student Senate Office,
862-1494

-□□□-

~.,.,.,.,

Tim Moses
Computer Science
Vanderbilt University

Stop by the University of Technology
Center for more information!
Thompson Hall, Room 14A
Call 862-1528
In New Hampshire call (800)245 -777.2,

\X11y do people lore \lacintosh' ?

.-\sk them.
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Censorship Sucks
Unless we do something now, every
one of us is going to graduate with a loss of
freedom along with a four-year degree.
It's time to consider how drastic an
effect censorship can have on our lives. Censorship is a force that can tell us the books to
read, what papers to write, what music listen
to, what art to view.
It's easy to ignore the facts as we live
in this cloistered hamlet of Durham, but
beware, the precedent has already been set.
Do you like art? Maybe you would like
sorrie conservative lawmaker to tell you what
kind of art you is good for you. Jesse Helms
has decided to support an obscenity clause that
has inspired several officials on a local level to
refuse the National Endowment for the Arts
any grants to produce artwork. And this is
because a someone decided an artist named
Mapplethorpe was out to poison our minds
with his seemingly offensive work.
The purpose of art is to reflect changing ideas and show new perspectives. Our
country has no cultural standard that tells is
this should always be done in a traditional
manner. This is because we are a democracy,
and we don't need Representative Tom Coleman from Montana telling us states should
"lirr'it grants to a.rt of national or imemational
significance."

Do you like rap? 2 Live Crew was
invited to play at Club Casino this summer at
Hampton Beach. But they were censored,
because town officials got scared when conservative public opinion opposed the concert.
Let's be realistic. No one would be dra~ged
bodily into the concert if they didn't want to
go, especially for 12 bucks. We don't need
some moral expert trying to set the norm for
entertainment.
And .censorship can take it's form in
print, limiting what can be the only voice of an
oppressed people.
Since it's state of emergency in 1986,
South Africa has been the home of some of the
most severe censorship laws in the world. The
South African home affairs minister has the
power to ban publications for up to three
months, install resident censors in newspaper
offices, and require pre-publication approval of
news ariticles. Former President Botha also
stifled critism of his regime in 1988 by suspending publication of two black weeklies, the
New Nation and South.
And Mikhail Gorbachev, mister
openess himself, decided he would let up on
some restrictions in the press when he took
office. Immediately Soviet journals went about

testing their new limits of expression, and sales
of traditional papers like Pravda plummeted,
because citizens realized that they were reading censored trash that was a product of the
state.
Still, when one weekly journal, Argumenty i F akty , got a bit too feisty, Gorbachev
made the editor step down.
Sanford J. Ungar, a writer for the
magazine Foreign Policy, said, "Free press is
the most effective form of public debate, and a
vital communication between the public and
their leaders." It's too bad Soviets won't get
that opprotunity.
And censorship threatens this campus.
WUNH, our student radio station, was under
fire last spring from local residents and people
"driving through" Durham. They called interim president Gus Kinnear and told them
they were offended by the radio station. Kinnear said WUNH had to "clean up it's act" or
he would have it's license revoked. Now we
enjoy music that won't threaten any statures of
this University, thank you.
And don't think this doesn't affect you.
As students, we have the power to debate, to
rally, to make our school and our country .
understand that we won't put up with this kind
of garbage, here or anywhere else.

•
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are on Cloud 9 because our our story of life!
Our first drive in
loyal supporters from the
this academic year will
student body, faculty and
have "an anniversary of
staff who have come back
. love" as our theme and is
to us! We look forward to
scheduled for Monday,
sharing happiness and love
September 17, through
for those who need help in
Friday, September 21, at
the UNH tradition! These
the MUB, 12 noon to 5
segments of campus,
p.m. Please come see us
including alumni, since the
and let us greet new and
1950's have made it
old friends so we can say -possible for our New
hello and thank you.
Hampshire-Vermont Red
Sincerely,
Cross Blood services_to be
· Jarry Steams
celebrating our 40th
Red Cross
anniversary, and we hope
Durham chapter
you enjoy our party with
:· •:rEh:an'fcs•· :
us!
We also say welcome to our new UNH
President Dr. Dale
To the Editor:
Nit'.?schke and all other
The family of the

:_ <Jd~f/.:::

;:~Ir:t

University of New Hampshire who expressed their
sympathy with cards,
beautiful flowers and mass
Cards . A special thank you
to all the students that live
in the Coops, and to Amy
Ordway and Scott LaClair
for the poems about
Tommy.
It was an overwhelming expression of
friendship and love shown
to us during this tragic loss
of our son and brother.
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs.
Frank T. Monahan,
Kelly A. Monahan
Michael T. Monahan
Kathleen F. Monahan
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So What; is a University Forum?
Ors

by Donny Emerick

September again and thousands
of college students have re-invaded the
quaint town of Durham. Tanned by the
summer sun and telling of fun-filled or workfilled months of adventures and parties, the
UNH student body has returned. The class
of '91 has begun it's senior year (scary huh?)
and the class of '95 has just started it's quest
for a college diploma. (even scarier!)
But so what.
It seems that some dictator has ca used
enough 9f an uproar in the Middle East to
really bum George Bush out. He is sou pset,in
fact, that about 100,000 American troops,
including a lot of guys that ~ren't much
older than many UNH students, are in
Saudi Arabia right now. They are there as
part of a world-wide effort to protect the
peace with an ti-tank missles. They are pretty
tan by now too, but they're in a war zone. Of
course, the oil companies didn't miss the
opportunity to raise the gas prices overnight on the grounds that a smaller amount
of oil will be coming into the country from
the area. But don't they pump oil out of
Saudi Arabia too? It's starting to look a little
bit like Vietnam again.
So what.
UNH has a new president named
Dale Nitzschke from West Virginia and some

nice new pavement and road signs from the
state. The campus is also receiving some
badly needed new sidewalks and a couple
of really neat gates that don't open or close
located on the sidewalk down by Huddleston. We can only imagine what they are
building in front of the library or how much
it costs. I guess the university realized the
aesthetic beauty is much more important
than the UNH Media Services department ,,
or other student services that no longer
exist. UNH would rather spend money on a
statue than new books for the library it
adorns.
So what.
The parking situation is current!y not
a problem since no permits will be issued
until the end of the month. What a great
idea, let everyone park anywhere for a
month then issue permits to some and ticket
the rest. Too bad for the students who are
commuting or juggling work and studies, if
they didn't get their permit application in to
be served first. Of course the permit people
didn't tell anyone their great plan until
everyone arrived on campus but it doesn't
really matter to them , they've all got reserved spaces. The rumor is that the police
ran out of tickets anyway so don't sweat the
parking thing, yet. And if you need a permit

'Ifie !Most Prestigous Co[[ege 9\[f,wspaper,
'Ifie !Mucli Ce{ebrated and Honoree£
'Ifie 'J{g,w Hampshire
· Hearby Issues:
Jlln Open Invitation andSo{icitation
rro tlie 'll'Jl:I{ Community.
:For Jllny 'Editoria{ Comment, Commentary 'Writing,
Po{itica{ Cartoon, 1(andom 'Inouglit, or any
!Meaningfu{ Communication at a{{.

and g.on' t get one, tough.
So what.
The faculty morale on campus is
supposedly at an all-time low as more professor_s feel further separated from the administration. UNH profs reportedly make
$3,000 less on average than the faculty at
other schools. In the face of budget cu ts ,
and smaller amounts of research money
and grants, an alarming number of faculty
and staff left last year. Many more could
leave this year as the situation doesn't look
too much better.
So what.
They went ahead and decided to
build the super-expensive student apartments and ripped up some woods to do it.
Speaking of ripping up, somebody did a
great job on the road to Newmarket. Route
108 south is pretty much a war zone, lik~
Saudi Arabia.
So what.
Who cares anyway?
If you do, let your thoughts be known.
Write down your opinions and submit them
to the New Hampshire Forum page. That's
what it's for.

1.--

Donny Emerick is the brandspanking new
Forum Editor who is badly in need of material
for his page.
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NANCI GRIFFITH TAKES THE STAGE
LEGENDARY HEADLINER AT FOLK TREE FESTIVAL
By J. W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
It was all quiet on the
western front of Boston as I drove
out to Lincoln on Route 2 Saturday afternoon. With my mind
buzzing around the interior of my
car in anticipation of catching a
legend by the name of Nanci Griffith at the sixth annual Folk Tree
festival, I sped my car careening
westward. The place was the
Decordova Museum, of which all
I ever saw that evening was the
outer tiled shell.
After making a U-turn
(a procedureearlierrecommended
to me by a cashier at a nearby 24hour Mobile station) on Rt. 2, I
shot off onto Sandy Pond Road,
which took me circuitously to the
museum's parking lot where a
policeman impassively dir~cted
me further down the road. A pall
of vagueness hovered over the next
policeman's directions as well.
After I had travelled what I
thought was an inordinate length
of time to the end of the street, I
turned right and cranked down
another road until I sawtheDecordova sign, before which I furiously sent my car squealing right
into a narrow path leading to the
town park.
I was obliged to take a
nature walk to get to the concert
grounds. The path was well-tread
and the footing good, with plywood put down over any uncertain areas. I enjoyed this trek with
the late afternoon sun's rays picking their way through the dense
vegetation (the return trek in the
dark, though, was a different
story). I followed the path which
came out in front of the museum
and kept pace with my fellow sojourners around the building to
the concert area.
I was tickled by the
emblem my hand was stamped
with at the entrance gate: two blue
moon crescents (you'd understand
my reaction if you knew that Ms.
Griffith's back-up band was once
the Blue Moon Orchestra). The
stage faced a makeshift
ampitheatre of chairs lining the
side of a wooded knoll. I walked
past all the folksie twenty-to-forty
somethings who came with children, chairs, blankets, bags, coolers, cookies, crackers, peanut
butter, beer, coffee, and even wine,
not to mention the appropriate
food and beverage containers. I
grinned when the d arkness and
the cold settled in around 8:00 p .m.
and I saw more than a few candles
dotting the lawn around the seating area- these people would've
started fires to keep warm if they' d
been allowed to.
I had some enjoyable
exchanges with my neighbors,
namely two sisters from the
Westwoodarea,oneofwhom bore

more than a passing resemblance
to Ms. Griffith herself and, get this,
she had never heard of this singing angel until this past weekendshe read about her in the Boston
Globe Calendar magazine. We
quipped and wise-cracked about
any pinhead or balloon man about.
Still, our attention turned to the
stage for the three decent opening
sets.
Harvey Reid was the first
up. With a pot-bellied appearance and an easy wit, he came
across like a lumberjack who'd
eaten too much pimento loaf and
was proud of it. His cover of
Woody Guthrie's "Vigilante Man"
was especially noteworthy, as
were his hilarious harp histrionics,.
Eliza Gilkyson was next
onstage. A cute, sassy blonde attired in black leather with a traditional folkie delivery, she was a
cross between Joni Mitchell and
Rosanna Arquette. She became
the object of many of our quips.
The sisters and I couldn't believe
how the artist's personality appeared tied to whatever instrument she happened to be playing.
She was a bitch if she was standing and playing guitar, but she
was quiet and even somber when
she sat down to play keyboards.
The shining moment was a moving piece on the piano called
"Valley Of The Shadow" which
followed an intro about a friend's
death from AIDS.
The Westwood sisters
and 1 started babbling about the
cold by the time Greg Brown
slouched onstage with someone
on piano (he turned out to be an
excellent player). None of us
seemed as well-equipped to deal
with thetem perature drop as those
around us. Theonlyoption was to
purchase one of the festivaf s tshirts, the price of which had
amazinglybeenhalvedduringthe
concert, and convince yourself that
this skimpy piece of clothing
would now keep you warm.
Anyway, Greg Brown
was choice with his Tom Waits
gruff scatting and Dylanish posturing. Two standouts of his set
were a song rife with entendres
about making coffee which started
out with the line '1 popped out of
bed like a piece of toast" and a
boogie-woogie gem entitled
"Don't Let Me Slide Into The Dark
Anymore." I myself was more
worried about being stuck frozen
like a rustic mannequin in the dark
than actually sliding into it at that
point.
With camera in my hand
I bolted from my seat once them .c.
came out to introduce Ms. Griffith. I scrambled head down to a
spot not 15 feet from Nanci in
front of the stage, the best seat in
the house, where I remained
throughout this breathtaking per-

formance. I crouched low and
carefully lined up some shots
while she sang one of her oldest
tunes, "There's A Light Beyond
These Woods (Mary Margaret)."
Accompanied by James
Hooker on keyboards and sequencing, Nanci was witJ.ning. She
wore a dark grey coat, scarf and
skirt, whitesocks,and black shoes.
She talked often between songs in
a warm, homespun manner. She
apparently harbors no ill will toward anyone, still calli!)-g ex-husband Eric Taylor "one of the finest
songwriters I've ever known."
How can I describe a
flawless performance? From the
forgiving cadence of ''Trouble In
The Fields" to the stirring ad libs
on "It's A Hard Life Wherever
You Go," Nanci mesmerized the
audience. With a voice the timbre
of warm butterscotch, she sang favorites like "Once In A Very Blue
Moon" and Julie Gold's "From A
Distance." When she was finishing a new tune penned by Julie
Gold called "Heaven Is In Your
Eyes" a large white labrador retriever brought a lot of smiles with
his carefree amble across the stage.
Nanci delivered two encores before she walked downstage with a cup ofcut roses which
she handed out to those nearest.
She made sure the few small children she saw each got a flower.
Afterwards, she looked up with
moist eyes and waved before she
slipped backstage and away into
the frosty autumn night.

Nanci Griffith at the Decordova Museum. (photo courtesy Mr. Morss)
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JAM ES, LIVE FRO M BLA CKP OOL

By Matthew Gross

Arts Reporter
I've waited over three hours over ninety degrees, and so I move
inordertobewherelam :inBlack- away from my precious space in
pool, England, at the very front of heckler's row and grab a beer at
the stage, pressed against the bar- the bar (viva low drinking ages).
ricade, waiting for James to as- Theymustcalmdownw henJames
cend the stage. The DJ's are play- comes on, I think. This is mad.
ing 808 State as 4000 British kids Everyone is pouring with sweat,
wait behind me for the bands to completelynauseous. Thefloorat
the back of the venue is pulsing
come on.
TheNewFastAutomat ic and jumping - literally - to the
Daffodils (FADS), take the stage height of two feet. The dance floor
and explode in a furious fusion of moves like an angry ocean. They
punk and house music, and sud- must calm down.
They don't. I move back
denly everyone behind me surges
forward, crushing me against the intothecrowdafterthe NewFADS
black mesh barricade, forcing the leave. A dance mix of "Come
breathoutofmylungs. Theweight Home" announces the imminent
is tremendous, but I manage to appearance of the band and uncrane my neck around. There it is, able to contain my excitement, I
folks: the Third Summer of Love, scream out, "James!" Mistake.
the most important youth culture Everyone assumes that the band
- the only youth culture - since hascomeon,andthecro wd surges
punk 1976. Four thousand steam- forward . The pissed pressed
ing sweaty kids bounce around en punters at the front retaliate, and
masse, dancing together as no soon the crowd is rolling violently
Americans have or probably ever around the hall. By the time it
will. Everyone is on somebody settles, I'm fifty feet from the place
else's shoulders, wavingtheirarms where I began.
They open with "Hang
and pouting. I look at the pretty
sixteen year old girl beside me, On," a track from their new Gold
expecting to see her bloodied by Mother LP. It benefits immensely
thepressurebehind us. She's grin- from the live airing, leaving its
ning like a stoned Cheshire cat, sluggish production to become a
lazily lolling her head from side to masterful punch. Next comes the
classics "Scarecrow'' and "Hymn
side. Oh my God.
It's the hottest day in From a Village," powerful but
Britain in seventy-six years with lacking due to the departure of
thetemperatureinsidet hehall well original James drummer Gavan

Whelan.

ing its songs, but how many can
"Johnny Yen!" the crowd
claim their audience starts one.
screams, demanding a particular The James fans do just that for "Sit
favorite tune. James oblige, and
Down", repeating tirelessly the
the crowd roars with approval as chorus: "Oh sit down, oh sit down
lead singer Tim Booth sings,
next me ... sit down down down in
"Ladies and gentlemen, here's my
sympathy." Absurd but powerdisease ..." Plaintive and beautiful
"Strip-mining"
"Cresand
cendo" follow,
before James
launch into a
fighting finale
of "How Was It
For You?" and
"ComeHo~e."
B u t
things aren't
over. Booth and
guitarist Larry
Gott return for
a tender acousantitic
Thatcher ballad. In this disen franchised
Northern seaside town, the
sentiments run
strong, and you
can feel the
anger as 4000 James, Manchester Acid House Rockers in concert
people sing,
"Everything she touches is inful, and soon the band have the
fected, including me." Next is the song going at its gorgeously plodemotional highlight of the evening.
ding pace, and Booth sings: ''Those
Any band can leave a crowd sing- who find themselves ridiculous,

sit down next to me." A minor
stage invasion follows, the entire
audience sits down on the beerstained floor, and I weep into my
palms.
They end with "Stutter",
forming a solid wall of noise, Tim

Booth shaking about like a marionette in the throes of electrocution, the crowd in a dancing frenzy.
Rave on.

THIRD SUMM ER OF LOVE
By Mathew Gross
Arts Reporter
Bereft of The New
Hampshire's wisdom, chances are
good that you missed a lot of what
happened this summer in the
world of pop. Well, here's a review. Memorize it well and say
you were there.
1990 will go down in pop
history as the year of the dance.
Acid House continued to dominate the British music scene. For
the ignorant, this was the Third
Summer of Love. Tht:! London
acid scene of 1987 has grown into
the first true youth culture in over
a decade. The60'shad hippiedom,
the 70's had punk, the 80's had
nothing. Now British youth are
donning flares (a.k.a. bellbottom
jeans) and downing Ecstasy and
heading to Manchester to dance
the nights away. The politics are
non-existent, but the government
is scared anyway (anything that
unites the youth is dangerous),
and the police have intervened.
Massive, thousand-people strong
outdoor parties known as raves
have been forced underground
after British pigs began raiding
them this summer, resulting in the
largest mass arrests that England
has seen since the 60' s.
The bands? Manchester
is the focal point of everything,
and all the hip dudes hail from
there. 808 State is arrogant as hell,
but good. Just as the Beatles
brought American blues back to
us, the Manchester bands are in-

corporating beats from the early
80's Detroit club scene (bet you
didn't know Detroit had a club
scene, eh?). Essentially the top
bands in England nght now are
the Happy Mondays, Inspiral
Carpets, James, and the Stone
Roses. Indie bands, as the NME
reports, have all been herded into
concentration camps. Dross like
The Sundays, which silly Americans like me got excited over a few
months ago, is simply dead.
Cool records: The DNA
version of Suzanne Vega's ''Tom's
Diner" is totally pony (pony is a
self-made euphemism for neato).
It marries the original solo vocals
to a hip-hop beat with a few bleeps'
in there to create a thoroughly
danceabletune. James' "How Was
It For You" sounds a bit like the
Rolling Stones with a groovy cow
bell to boot. LFO's self-titled acid
jumble is cool to dance to, and the
Soup Dragon's "I'm Free" is, too.
London band Flowered Up was
the most hyped-up British group
of the summer, but their debut
single "It's On" had a beautiful
reed accordian and a nice beat,
and so the press ended up being
right. They're cool.
Who's not? Madonna's
"Hanky Panky" was one of her
weaker singles, sounding more
like ab-side than a hit. But it gets
me horny which is all I can really
ask of Madonna. Morrissey released a video called "Hulmerist"
which is a poor pun on a place
where he comes from (Hulme
pronounced Hume). It features

about half a good video, and
twenty minutes of Smith fans
being searched at his 1988 Wolverhampton concert. Can you
say Narcissus, Mozz? Does selfparody mean anything to you?
The Cure released "Integration",
a collection of remixes and b-sides
from their last four singles. It's not
bad, but it is expensive and real
Cure fans will already have all the
songs anyway. Their forthcoming single, "Never Enough"
should be worthwhile, though.
God bless Stevie Ray
Vaughn. As Oscar Wilde says:
that is all.

r
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September:
13 Thursday *
16 Sunday
20 Thursday *
o
23 Sunday
27 Thursday *
30 Sunday
a
October:
4 Thursday
7 Sunday
o
11 Thursday
14 Sunday
18 Thursday
o
21 Sunday
25 Thursday
28 Sunday
0
November:
1 ·Thursday_
4 Sunday
8 Thursday
O
15 Thursday *
18 Sunday
29 Thursday
o

o

Born on the Fourth of July
Garbo Talks
Pretty Woman
Les Blank Film Festival (one show from 7-11 pm)
Driving Miss Daisy
Cinema Paradiso
My Left Foot
The Little Mermaid
The Meaning of Life ·
Distant Voices, Still Lives
Roger and Me
All the Kings Men
Cry Baby
Sweetie

0

0

0

~

0

Torrents of Spring
Tie Me Up! Tie Me Down!
~ This is Spinal Tap
Mo' Better Blues

0

0

0

$1 Student $2 Non-Stud ent
Straffor~ Room, MUB
7 & 9:30 pm

Cost:
Place:
Time:

0
..

o
0

Mountains of the Moon
Atlantic City
Drugstore Cowboy
Dick Tracy
Chocolat
The Little Thief

December:
2 Sunday
6 Thursday
9 Sunday
13 Thursday

o
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* indicates three
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shows: 5, 7:30 & 10 pm
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Movie Rentals-No
l!!!J Membership Needed ~
~
: With This Coupon Rent 1 Video At Regular
Price And Get A Second Video
:

:
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FREE

$1.50 Nightly Rentals
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Offer Expires September 30th

•
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Com.e See Our Other Movie Spiecials WARM
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CIGS

CANDY
CHIPS
MAGAZINES
. ICE

)

~Coming SoonJ

(

Baseba 11, Footba 11, & Other Sports Cards, As
Well As A Variety Of Other Sports Memorabilia

&COLD
BEVERAGE
SPECIALS

_EA_S;;.....__Y_P_~_R_K_IN_G.;...___-==--==-~ &,±>
Open Monday-Friday 9am-11 :30pm, Weekends 9:30am-11 :30pm
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G. A FILM OF
POWER
L
VISCERA
US
ENORMO
with a perfonnance by Tom Cruise that defines everything that is best about

''

0

0

0

the movie. Watching the evolution of his Ron Kovic is both harrowing
and inspiring. 'Bom on the Fourth ofJuly' connects the war of anns abroad
with the war of conscience at home!'

0

(IHGHEST RATING)
"ONE OF 11IE BEST MOVIES OF 11IE YEAR.

0

- Vincent f.anby, ND' YORK rum

****

0

'Born on the Fourth of July' is one of those films that steps correctly in the
opening moments and then never steps wrongly."
- Roger Ebert, <JIICAGO SUN-~

'M' EPIC FILM.

0

Oliver Stone has
made a powerful and
heartbreaking piece
of work dominated
im~ioned
performance:'

:tit::11~?::

- David Denby,
ND' YORK MAGAZINE

a,

"ONE OFTIIE

,,,<:::::m::::12*;:::::::===··

MOSf POWIBRJL

0

0

scene. He carries the
film heroically."

0

He must grow, rage
and endure in every

by Tom Cruise's

0

"TOM CRUISE IS
TIIE VERY BFSf
11IlNG IN AVERY
BIG PIC11JRE.

FHMS OF TIIE
DECADE:'

..&,e•Ic;c@.,,1

- Rn Reed, AT 11IE MO~

- Rk:bard r.orus.,,
11ME MAGAZINE

''A SKYROCKET

0

OF A MOVIE."
- Guy Fladey,
<X>SMOPOUfAN MAGAZINE
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A true story of innocence lost and courage found.
UNIVERSAL Pl~ Pm~ t,A. KITMAN HO,IXTI.AN imm t~OLIVER SIDNErrnlE 1UM CRUISE "BORN ON TIIE R)UKfH OF JULY"
KYRA SEIXiWlCK RAYMOND JBARRY JERRY LEVINE FRANK WHALEY CAROLINE KAVt~ WILLEM DAroE JOHN WlllIAMS wm11 RON KOVIC SWL~ OLIVER SIDNEaRON KOVIC
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RELEASE
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FOR AD INFO:

RO.O M 110B, MUB
CALL 862-1323

Cool-Aid Tapeline. Call and ask
about our wide variety of topics
862-3554.
Professional Word Processing
for all reports, theses,
correspondance, etc., tape
transcription, laser printing.
Experienced, reasonable, quickretum. Janet Boyle 659-3578.

Earn $500-$1500 part-time ·
stuffing envelopes in your home.
Free information, send a self
addressed, stamped envelope to:
P.O. Box 81953, Dept. P103,
Albuquerque NM 87198.

1982 Dodge Colt HB, automatic,
only 63,500 miles, excellent
condition throughout; No Rust.
$1250 for quick sale. 868-5122 or
362-4614.

Outdoor Leaders: Needed-Students to lead Ropes course,
rock climbing, canoeing, and
backpacking trips. Trips are on
the weekends in Sept. & Oct.
Staff Training provided. Please
call Brent Bell at the Daniel
Webster Council at 625-6431
concerning FALL TREK for
more info.
The New Hampshire needs
typist .. Join the TNH staff.
Hourly wages. Stop by Roon 151
in the MUB. Ask for Laura, Kim
or Gail.

HOUSING®r

To: All members of Students in
Human Resources (SIHR)- We
need to meet to organize for the
semester. Please call Heather at
868-%69 or 868-2103 ASAP, and
leave a message.

Furniture: Full-size bed,
mattress, box spring $50. (2)
Couches $425 each. B&W TV
$40. Color TV $60. More. 7434796

Coming to the Campus Wide
Toga Dance this Friday!?
Doorprizes, Mocktails, Dominos
Pizza, D.J., More! Get Psyched!

1984 Nissan Sentra 2 door 5
speed. Good condition, high
mileage. $1,500. 868-1762 after
5pm.

Helper for handicapped person.
$6.25 to start. No experience
necessary. Easy work, great
boss! Call Dan at 692-4764.
Immediate Job OpeningDisabled person in search of
personal care assistant for
mornings: pay $6.25 per hour.
Job consists of personal
grooming, meal preparation &
house cleaning. For more
information call 868-1986. Leave
message.

Paintball. Needed Pronto! 10man tournament team to
represent UNH. Experienced
with own equipment highly
prefered. Scott- Hetzel 304/ 24292.

Liquidation Household Goods,
Sat. Sept 15th, 9-5. 'Lee Hook
Rd., Lee. 14th-15th. 659-2092

·

Mt

The 1991 Yearbook is now
accepting applications for the
following compensated officer
I

I

1 PERSONALS
1

We're Back! We listen. We care.
Call Cool-Aid. 3pm to midnight.
862-2293.

positions:
1.) Chief Photographer
2.) Arts Editor
' ~~:i:ws:i~t:~;:~t~~~~:re
also available:
1.) Writers
2.) Photographers
3.) Advertising associates
Applications are available in
Room 125 of the MUB. Deadline
is September 19th. The Granite.
Eileen Malloy, Ed-in Chief.
Room 125, MUB. 862-1599.

Attention Recyclers!!!! The New
Hampshire has back issues that
we're trying to get rid of. Please
help us out by stopping by
Room 11 OB of the MUB & taking
as much as you can. If you want To all those people that dropped
their clothes last Friday night in
~em, come and get 'em.
NewmarketPARTY NAKED FOREVER.
Toga Dance this Friday! Dress
casual or Toga! 9 pm -midnight,
Strafford Room, MUB $2.00! Free Oh Gail, you are so lucky! Why?
Mocktails & Domino's Pizza
Because there are hot men
stopping by the office and they
want to talk to you. Wow!
Jim Holbert! Are you here?
Come by and see me, you know
Who's that cute new classified
where I work. Don't you?
typist?
Sue, don't put that up your bum.
Jeff, are we still sleeping under
the stars on Saturday night. God,
I hope there aren't any bears this
time. Love you always. Your
sincere editor.
Diane - You missed all of the
fun. I think. Hope England was
great.

Brand new, spacious 2 BR apt, 1
mile to UNH, garage, carpeted,
no pets, non-smoker. $750. 8681760.

Cash for Gold: The Gold
Exchange will pay immediate
cash for your gold in any form.
743-4796. PLease leave message.

Roommate Wanted: Female nonsmoker, 20+ years, to share 2
Bedroom, Dover $230 / month
plus 1/2 utilites. Call Kelly 7435884

Attention Seniors /Education!
Fifth year teaching internship
applications are available in
Morrill Hall, Room 206.
Application deadline is October
1st.

Mexicali Rose- So what do you
think? Hope things are going ok.
Stop by. I miss your erotic
sneezes. - Cookie.
To The New Hampshire StaffYou guys are so cool. Even Gail
is cool. Get ready for a year that
will make your knees tremble
and your fanny sweat. We will
conquer this campus - Laura.
Maruska- We'll miss you. HG
To that cute girl in the dark
purple Chevette with the
scratched off Mary Kay bumper
sticker- how about some body
lotion.
Remember when sex was safe
and rugby was dangerous?
Meeting for the rugby chicksWed. at 4pm, MUB PUB
What?
Bob Parson~ - Lick my bum.
Toga, Huh? Who needs a Toga?
Michael - Thanks for the last 4
months! Get better so you can
fight for LAPHOS! Love, Nicole
Laura -- YOU WENCH! Keep
up the good work here in The
New Hampshire. You're so
God darned organized! - Your
favorite roommate, Nicole
Kimbo - DON'T TICKLE THE
DRIVER!!!!!!!!

Eileen we miss you already!!!
We did you leave us for that
award winning yearbook?
Once there's a few parties things
will get rolling ....... really.
NHW RUGBY-meeting Wed. at
4pm in the Mub Pub. Old
members please show up,
practice starts ASAP! Bring new
people ... See Ya! Hed
To the members of the Loyal
Order of Bison (L.O.B), Flossing
with the #""' hair of a bison
moving at approximately
35mph, while cranking the tail
three times, and grunting the
low bison call of the wild could
be dangerous. However, we
recommend it.
Sandi, Thaanks!

-

To the Ridhardson Crew off
cam pus: we miss you all VERY
much and think you should all
come back and visit daily!
Missy - You're an awesome RA,
and I'm not sucking up. Glad
you're here! luv, me.
Hey Chuck, I had a great time at
your fraternity. Let's do it again
sometime. Sandy
Hey Stu- How's that
underground fishtank coming
along?
Happy Birthday Tom! Make a
wish ...... Love You Always,
Catherine.

Commuter Transfer Center will be operating on reduced
hours this academic year. Beginning Monday, September
10th, the following will be in effect:
Monday - Thursday: 10am to 9pm
Friday: 10 am to 4:30pm
Saturday: Closed
Sunday: Spm- 9pm

THE NEW HAMSHIRE
Needs TYPISTS!!!!!
If you can type, are responsible, would like to make some
money and enjoy working with a great group of people:

Come down to Room 151 in the MUB and
see Laura, Kim or Gail

)
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1990 FALL SCHED ULES
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY:

FOOTBALL:

Sept. 14- P.C., N.U., IONA
Sept. 28- at Bates Sept. 22- at Bowdoin

Sept. 15- DELA,WARE
Sept. 22- :at Maine
Sept. 29- DARTMOUTH
Oct. 6- at Richmond
Oct. 13- at Colgate
Oct. 20- NORTHEASTERN
Oct. 27- at Boston Univ.
Nov. 3- VILLANOVA
Nov~ 10-at. Rhode Island
Nov. 17- UMASS

Oct. 5- MAINE
Oct. 13- Easterns at Centrall Conn.
Oct. 20= NAC Championships at
Franklin Park,Boston
Oct. 26- New Englands
Nov. 10- IC4A Region I, New Canaan,

THE
SJP>ORTS
SECTJION
NEEDS
YOUi

.

.

•<•>With.out ·.

.r81.!!.\help_,.

<TNM<will
nottb.e able . .

(f{

:::··:{:}}i\::.

MEN'S SOCCER:

to cover

cros•s

Sept.12-At UMsss Sept. 14- West Point
Sept. 16- at Providence Sept. 19- URI •. .cq1mtry, .
Sept. 22- HARTFORD
. WQIUyJJ1.'S
Sept. 25 at Plymouth Stat~
.· :soccer or
Sept. 27- at Harvard
!::c: ri:eld
Sept. 30- NORTHEASTERN
Oct. 3- BOWDOIN Oct. 6- at Vermont
Oct. 10- at Dartmouth
Oct. 13- at Fairfield Oct. 17- at B.U.
·· >Call Heather
Oct. 19- at Florida A&M
·:. · or Don @
Oct. 20- at Stetson Oct. 27- MAINE
2-1490
Oct. 30- at Keene State
Nov. 3-4- NAC Tourn.

li~~keyi

:©ct. -:19+ at -Yale: :. Qcfa:>21+ :HOEY CROSS ·

•i~t.:~i~ii~!lllilt~··.
·•· <>'.~t->'.:2s+:at Te~hs :ciirl~:ti~Ii

:Nov. 1~ DARTMe>UTHlt . : : ..
:>1a~. a;4:i.JEieA.e:: Tguiiif~rtient>:

1
:

LOOK FOR ME
WOMEN'S TENNIS
ULES ON FRIDAY!

r
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Men's tennis aces
Black Bears, 8-1
By Doug Poole
sophomore Shawn Aus tin
came back to win in three
The men's tennis team
sets,
after dropping the first.
christened the 1990 fall season last Saturday with an 8-1 Burgess won 4-6, 6-4, 6-4 and
trouncing of the Maine Black teamed up with MacDonald in
Bears. The Wildcats hosted doubles, winning 6-1, 6-1.
tl1e Bears for their season Austin won his singles match
5-7, 6-3, 6-4 and teamed up
opener.
Seniors Shawn Herlihy with Chung to take another
and Brian Baker both played · doubles, 6-4, 4-6, 6-0.
Despite UNH's sweep of
well, according to first year
coach Trevor Napier. Herlihy doubles matches, some of the
won his singles match 6-1, 6- players were insistent on work1 and Baker, who had three ing on their doubles play in
key singles wins for UNH last the future.
,.We have all new doubles
fall, served up two goose eggs,
dispatching his opponent. 6- teams this year," said Coach
0, 6-0. Herlihy and Baker also Napier. ,.Not everyone is familcombined for a 6-3, 6-3 vic- iar with his partner's style so
new combinations have to be
tory in their doubles match.
Other 'Cats had a tougher experimented with."
The men's tennis team blanked Maine last Saturday with superb doubles play. (file photo)
Napier, who takes the .
time earning victory on the
court. Sophomore Chae helm for the Wildcats this
Chung won a first set tie- season, was a player for UNH
"The University of New Hampshire women's tennis team opened
breaker and then went on to from 1982-1984 and has been
its season Saturday by defeating the University of Maine, 7-2.
an instructor at tennis camps
win the match, 7-6 (7-5), 6-3.
Junior Jaymie Hyde and sophomore Karyn Bye paced the Wildcats to
On the opposite side of the ever since. His team will hit
the win as they earned victories in both singles and doubles. Hyde
spectrum, senior Eric the road for their next three
scored a 6-3, 7-6 win over her opponent at fourth singles, while Bye
MacDonald lost a second set matches against UMass (Sepearned a 6-1, 6-0 victory at fifth singles. The two then combined for a
tie-breaker and his match, 3- tember 14th), Vermont (Sep6-0, 6-4 win at second doubles. Also picking up wins for UNH were
tember 18th) and Bates (Sep6, 6-7 (3-7).
senior tri-captain Sarah Tonna, first singles; senior tri-captain Kara
Senior Clint Burgess and tember 26th).
McKenna, second singles; and freshman Lisa Mclachlan, third singles.

Sports Staff Reporter

Sports
Shorts

·' NEW. ·
This stude.ntrun organization . is looking for new .
m~iµbers. /I'J.i.:~:(all seaso~ begins Septem~er 22J.id/
: HAM:P sHJ~E· . . ,Knieetingf.of:<,lcl'and
~ew players will.~~e pla~~ : .
WOMEN'S
!)D Wedi,.f""lly'Si:pt. 12th-~ 4pm In pie ¥..ti J'ub.
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UNH

Athlete
ofthe

· Week
Week of September l 0, 1990

presented
by:

HAYDEN
SPORTS
38 Main Street
Durham,NH
03824

Name: Barry Bourassa
Sport: Football
DURHAM, N.H. - University of New Hampshire tailback
Barry Bourassa earned several honors for his outstanding
performance last week against Connecticut. Bourassa was
named Yankee Conference Offensive Player-of-the-Week,
ECAC Co-Offensive Palyer-Of-The-Week, and the winner of
the New England Coca-Cola Gold Helmet.
The Gold Helmet, significant of the outstanding
performance in New England, will be presented at the weekly
New England football luncheon Tuesday at Boston College.
Bourassa, of North Weymouth, Mass., led UNH to a 21-16
opening game victory over UConn, the pre-season favorite
to win the Yankee Conference. Bourassa rushed 20 times for
103 yards. He had an 11-yard rushing touchdown. He also
caught eight passes for 83 yards, returned two kicks for 45
yards and had four punt returns for 19 yards. He also had a
55-yard punt return called back. Bourassa is a 5'9", 175-lb.
sophomore.
UNH junior defensive tackle Geoff Aleva was named to th
Yankee Conference honor roll for his six tackles, which
included three sacks. Bourassa shared the ECAC honors with
Jerome Bledsoe of Massachusetts, while Dave Ceppetelli of
WPI won the College Division Gold Helmet Award.

Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire

In other doubles action, McKenna and freshman Sarah Gunther
combined for a victory in tl}_e third spot. UNH will open its home
season at 10:30 a.m. Saturday when it hosts the University of Vermont.
•Scott Brennan, a midfielder for the UNH men's soccer squad
from 1986-89, became the first Wildcat to ever get drafted by the Major
Indoor Soccer League. On July 25, he was selected in the fourth round
(28th overall), by the Kansas City Comets. The native of Keene, NH
holds the school records for points in a season (23) and career (64). He
was a two-time All-American, All-New England and All-North Atlantic Conference performer (1988 and 1989), and also played in the
1990 Coca-Cola Senior Bowl Classic and the 1990 USF&G College
Indoor Soccer Showcase. Scott also ayeraged over a 3.0 majoring in
Engineering and Political Science.
*Former UNH hockey standout Jeff Lazaro has made the A
squad of tbe Boston Bruins. Lazaro was one of four forwards promoted by coach MikeMilbury to the first team, along with fellow
UNH alumnus Peter Douris. Most of his time on the ice at UNH was
spent as a defenseman, but halfway through his senior season Lazaro
was switched to forward. "I saw quite a bit of him, mostly as a defenseman," said scout Jean Ratelle. "He's still learning to play forward."
Coach Milbury, however, has been impressed with Lazaro, calling
him"quick and feisty."Lazaro is a 1990 graduate of UNH.

SOCCER
Continued from p. 28
In thewinoverHolyCross,
goals were registered by rookie
Frank lnlscott, Junior Jess
Wehrwein and Senior Howie
Howard.
The Wildcats' final game of
the Jamboree came against
West Virginia Wesleyan, defending National Champions.
UNH fell to the Bobcats 2-1 in
a well played outing for both
teams. Freshman Brian
O'Connor kept UNH close with
the only score for the Wildcats.
Colon Rocke and Michael Thompson tallied goals for W.V.

Wesleyan. Rookie goalkeeper
Eric Stinton is doing his part
for the Wildcats and has compiled 13 saves on the season.
The two day program run
by UNH, incorporated both
youth and collegiate levels of
competition. Various clinics
and drills, offered by local
coaches and UNH alumni, gave
valuable assistance to aspiring
young players.
The Wildcats' next home
game is September 19th against
URI.
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'Cats upset top ranked UConn
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By Chris York
Sports Staff Reporter
In an impressive season
opener, quarterback Matt Griffin
and tailback Barry Bourassa led
the Wildcats to a 21-16 upset over
the University of Connecticut
Huskies this past Saturday. At first,
things didn't look good for UNH.
UConn, led by quarterback Matt
DeGennaro, scored only three
minutes into the game, while the
UNH offense fumbled on their
second play of the afternoon. They
recovered, however, and managed
to find their way to the UConn fifteen yard line after a clipping
penalty on Connecticut during a
UNH punt attempt. Then, in the
key play of the game, placekicker
Shawn Lane recovered a fumbled
snap on a field goal attempt and
threw to a wide-open Kyle Cripps
for the UNH touchdown that
turned the game around. Lane
later said it was the first pass he'd
thrown since his sophomore year
on his high school junior varsity
team. Longsnapper MarkPowicki
tried to take credit for the score.
"I called that play in the
huddle, honest," he said.
It was push and shove for the
rest of the first half until Barry
Bourassa, the Cats' leading rusher
with 103 yards on 20 attempts,
bolted around the left side and

m,gJ.mt<¾·=~,.~,.,-,.,, '1@iW&Kf#4Wl@!l;W:4fil\tWP.Jt!E!ml!(:::::.~"~"

.in the second half and stuffed
UConn on the Huskies' first pos·. ·~ r:.,:'> 1r·
session with a quarterback sack
from noseguard Tom Whelan. The
1
v
offense took the field and, despite
~,:>ft;.
two penalties totaling 20 yards,
Griffin (22 of 22 for 203 yards)
connected with Bourassa, Dave
'
Gamble and fullback Mike Gallagher to set up a nine-yard touchdown run by Gallagher to secure
the win.
The Huskies threatened in the
fourth quarter, but the Wildcat
defense managed to hold them to
nine points. With four minutes
left, defensive tackle Doug Ruggles
and end Dwayne Saab combined
to sack DeGennaro for a 13-yard
loss. On the UConn quarterback's
next attempt, Saab, playing with a
separated shoulder, again buried
DeGennaro behind the line of
scrimmage, this time for a tenyard loss.
Coach Bill Bowes hopes this
win will build confidence in his
young offense, which had only
two turnovers and didn't drop a
pass all afternoon.
"This game has shown them
they can play New Hampshire
football and play in the Yankee
Conference," said Bowes.
uNH tailback Barry Bourassa earned 252 all-purpose yards as well as Offensive Player-of-the-Week
Next Saturday the Wildcats
honors in Saturday's upset over UConn. (file photo)
play Delaware here at Cowell
penalty.
into the endzone to give UNH a had a spectacular touchdown run back for a holding
Stadium. The game begins at 12:30.
The Wildcats came out on fire
14-7 lead at halftime. Bourassa also on a punt return, but it was called
~%~~!:~;->:~~-:.:«:.;;~ ~
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Lady-'Cats on the right track
Field hockey bounces back after opening loss to Northwestern
By Heather Grant

,/

tinue stellar play that has led them ships and after graduation spent
to seven consecutive NCAA tour- three years as an assistant to her
nament appearances. The team alma mater.
hopes to continue this winning
Fuchs will be assisted this year
tradition under the leadership of by newcomer Barb Marois, a 1986
interim head coach Lauren Fuchs, graduate of UNH. As a standout
who has been an assistant to Didio defensive player for the Lady 'Cats
since 1987. Fuchs, a 1981 graduate field hockey and lacrosse teams,
of the University of Connecticut, Marois was named captain of the
helped lead the Huskies to three U.S. National Field Hockey Team
EAIA W field hockey champion- . in 1989 and led the North to a gold

medal at the 1990 Olympic Festival.
With seven starters returnAfter a disheartening loss to
ing from last years NAC champinational powerhouse Northwestonship team, the Lady 'Cats have
ern in their season opener, the
high expectations for another
UNH women's field hockey team
NCAA qualifying season. The
bounced back with two 1-0 wins
UNH squad, although burdened
over Radford and Maine.
with one of the toughest schedAfter the unfortunate loss of
ules in recent history, has the
long-time head coach Marisa
experience and strength to give
P!dio, the Wildcats hope to. ~~nNCAA Champion North Carolina a run for their money. Other
powerhouses include Providence,
Massachusetts, University of the
Pacific and Boston University.
With senior netminder Stacy
Gaudette, All-Conference back
Kristen Vander-Heydenand U.S.
Olympic team member Deb
' Blumen anchoring the backfield,
the Wildcats should prove to be
one of the top defensive teams in
the country. The defensive unit,
which allowed only 21 goals and
racked up nine shutouts last year,
should allow standout midfielders Kim Zifcak, Sarah Paveglio
and Brenda Canning to add to the
scoring attack. On the forward
line, veteran Liz Brickley, a 1989
All-Conference and Honorable
Mention All- American, and senior Laurie Geromini will instill
fear in any opposing goalkeeper.
Blumen and Zifcak will lead the
Wildcats as co-captains this year,
Senior forward Liz Brickley barrels through several Radford pla) ers on her way to a shot in recent action hoping to better the team's 14-5
mark last year.
·
at Memorial field. (photo by Ben Frazier, Photo Editor)

Sports Editor
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·. First .UNH
Soccer
Jamboree
a success
By Jon Bums
Sports Staff Reporter
Last weekend the men's
soccer team played host to the
first Annual UNH Soccer Jamboree and in the mean time, improved their record to 1-2. Despite dropping theseason opener
to Central Connecticut last week,.
the Wildcats quickly bounced
back against Holy Cross Saturday, taking a 4-0 win in the first
round of the tournament.
UNH' s new head coach Scott
True, a five year assistant under
former UNH coach Ted Garber
and a UNH alumnus, saw the
weekend outing as season preparation, and is very optimistic
about the team's future.
"I think that the team was
very nervous against Central
Connecticut in our opener [UNH
lost 2-0]," said True. "But this
weekend has shown we are over
that. If we keep our enthusiasm
and level of play where it is, this
ye~r is an easy .500 [season]."
Senior Craig Streng, one of
this years co-captains, shares
True's opinion. "We are strong
this year and have a lot of depth,"
he said.

